The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 
(Prelude to "Inchworm" plays)
"2 and 2 are 4" 

Quentin Cooper : 4 Yeah.

"4 and 4 are 8,8 and 8 are 16" 

Quentin Cooper : 16? 

"16 and 16 are 32" 

Quentin Cooper : Fairly straightforward so far.Nice simple arithmetic progression,but what if we move on from addition to subtraction,let's try 342-173,and no calculators. 
(Sentences in rapid succession) "You can't take 3 from 2,2 is less than 3,so look at the 4 in the tens place... (Jaunty piano music plays in time) 
"....now that's really 4 tens,so you make it 3 tens,regroup,and change the 10 to 10 ones,and you add them to the 2 and get 12,and take away 3 that's 9,is that clear?" 

Quentin Cooper : I think so. 
(Audience laughs) 
" Now instead of 4 in the tens place,you've got 3 'cos you added 1,that is to say 10 to the 2,but you can't take 7 from 3,so look in the hundreds place,from the 3 you then use 1,to make 10 ones,and you know why 4 plus minus 1 plus 10 is 14 minus 1 'cos addition is commutative, right (laughter0,and so you you've got 13 tens and you take away 7 and that leaves 5,well, (pause) 6 actually (roar of laughter),but.....the idea is the important thing (more laughter) " 

Quentin Cooper : For their own incalculable reasons UNESCO have declared 2000 world mathematical year.Later on today's Material World,we'll attempt to top up the ways that math refines and defines the world around us. "Hooray for new math,new-ooh-ooh math,it won't do you a bit of good,to read new math,it's so simple,so very simple,that only a child can do it!" (Piano ends with a flourish) 

Quentin Cooper : Tom Lairer,No home should be without one.So 342 less 173 works out as errr carry the four and (paper screws up)....forget it.That's not me screwing up my calculations, well it is in a manner of speaking,it's me screwing up my calculator a thin plastic wearable piece of electronics able to do a whole lot more than sums. Now the idea that you can slip into something more computational,may seem fanciful. [After having just finished the Frontiers transcript featuring the VIRGO project,another fascinating (mundane) coincidence occurred the same word was shown on the Countdown TV quiz on at the time of doing this transcript.Fascinating or what? (NOT) -LB] But considerable energies have already been devoted to designing an manufacturing a new generation of ultra cheap ultra flexible computers.Ones that are small enough to be portable and even wearable.Tough enough to withstand bending and even washing.There's just one problem the silicon used in microchips doesn't get on at all well with the types of plastic you need to produce these flexible computers.But it's a problem a team at Cornell University in New York State believe they're close to cracking.On the line from Cornell,are Dr Paulette Clancy Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering and Dr Mike Thompson,Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering. Mike you've still clearly got a few difficulties to overcome,but let's imagine that it does all go swimmingly that you do find a way to make cheap flexible disposable computers,why do we need them in the first place? What's wrong with the computers we have today? 

Mike Thompson : Well actually the computer right now is a false paradigm.We have this large machine sitting in a box in some room,and we actually go to the computer in order to get our job done.Like almost everything in the world,what we really want is the computer to be with us all the time.We see it in technology right and left.The phone has already done that.We've gone from base station phones to cellular phones,so that they really work with us,rather than we having to work by their standards.So we can imagine getting electronics and getting computers integrated to the point that we would wear a computer.It would become just a part of us,second nature,like we wear a watch or carry a cell phone,to do that we have to get rid of these heavy large boxes,make them flexible so they actually survive a fall,or the kind of abuse that people give them,and as well make them cheap enough,that we're not worried about losing them or breaking them along the way. [I'm amazed when watching the X-files how much use Mulder and Scully make of their cell phones to keep in touch,and in actual fact have employed them to escape from situations or bring about circumstances that otherwise would not have happened without the phones. Indeed,they sometimes seem lost if they haven't got the phone with them -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : You make all this sound very desirable,but why do actually desire that? What is wrong with us going to our computers? What applications will we have for these flexible, wearable computers? 

Mike Thompson : A number of them.One is to start moving also towards smart sensors,I think that integrating them into our clothing,wearing a computer.Large area displays is another place that we'd look for these flexible electronics,being able to have a wall sized television,wall sized displays,marrying them into the car,flexible displays on a bicycle. Everybody wants information instantly and these flexible computers would be a way to provide that instantaneously,where you are and what you're doing. 

Quentin Cooper : Is this a need,or a gimmick? I mean do we need a hat with a thesaurus built in,you know? It's not going to be that useful. (Paulette laughs) 

Mike Thompson : The proof has really been that every time that we add new technology,the customer really does want it.The growth of the personal computer is a demonstration of that as well,you could argue that no one needs a personal computer,the old type writer was adequate as it was.But the reality is that so much more can be done,with the processors,the computers that we have now,and just imagine what could be done if we had them wit us at all times. 

Quentin Cooper : So I can imagine for instance,you know,for those who go jogging,you could have your sports gear that actually tells you what your heart rate was,how far you had to go,maybe even tell you how you might improve your breathing or whatever? 

Mike Thompson : Well,let's integrate a global positioning system into that at the same time... Paulette Clancy : So you don't get lost! 

Mike Thompson : So you don't get lost on your way through the deserts and the forest! 

Paulette Clancy : Plus you can call your friends and say I'm at the turn around now,it'll be 10 minutes get the coffee pot on. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay I'm sold,so let's just see how we would go actually about this though, because what are the problems in getting to this stage.What is the limiting factor? 

Mike Thompson : The primary limiting is the fact that they are so different materials.Right now semiconductor electronics,everything that we know about computers are built on rigid substrates,either silicon single crystal plates,that are 8 or 12 inches [Arrgh,bleeping imperial measure! -LB] in diameter,or glass plates such as you would see on a laptop computer,those rigid substrates are compatible with silicon processing,but they're not compatible with flexibility.So when we start looking at plastics,start looking at low temperature materials,now we suddenly have a huge difference,in the characteristics of all the materials. 

Quentin Cooper : Paulette Clancy,on an atomic level what are these differences between these materials? 

Paulette Clancy : Well the major thing between ...difference between silicon and the polymers is that the forces that bind the atoms together are very different,and trying to model that is a great challenge,which is really something that I'm trying to look at.So you really have to go to an atomic level and even a sub-atomic level to model these.If we go to a sub-atomic level,we'd have to consider the quantum mechanics of the system.We'd have to look at the electrons in the system,and how they interact with the ions in the system,and that's very difficult. 

Quentin Cooper : You say we'd have to do this,we'd have to do the other,but I mean.... 

Paulette Clancy : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : ..if you're going to get there it's not a question of we'd have to,surely you're doing it already aren't you? 

Paulette Clancy : Arrrh,but the problem is that we're essentially speaking two languages.We have a modelling language that is appropriate for a polymer,and we have a different language that is appropriate for semiconductors,and so it's like people speaking English and French, there are two ways to get around it,you can make everybody speak English,or you can invent some Franglais, (Geoff laughs) that might work. 

Quentin Cooper : The future's bright,the future's Franglais,I don't like the sound of that at all! (Paulette and Mike laugh).But if you are looking at these things...you're effectively...you're scrutinising the properties of both substances on a sub-atomic level,it's almost like you're trying to broker a peace accord between them,you're trying to find out how they can get along, when they don't get along 

Paulette Clancy : Yes.That's right. 

Quentin Cooper : And how are the negotiations going? Paulette Clancy : The negotiations are at a rather primitive stage at the moment! We're looking for a framework for the language to say what's the most important description of these particles,how can we accommodate both of them in the same language. 

Mike Thompson : They have some of similar properties.There's this concept of order.The structure in the crystal of the materials,both polymers and inorganic semiconductors,have this range,from being totally disordered,like you would imagine a melt or a liquid,to the complete crystal order that we generally use for semiconductors like silicon.They have...they both have that order,and it's a question of trying to describe them in a common language,with that order,that's one of the critical pieces that we're working on,because when we make interfaces between them,that order has to continue across those boundaries. 

Quentin Cooper : But if to stick with my metaphor about a peace accord,sometimes when you've got these negotiations it turns out you cannot find the common ground.You seem very confident that you're going to have to find it,or could it be that we'll never have these flexible computers. (Paulette laughs) 

Mike Thompson : We..that's one of the beauties of engineering,we're continuously cheating nature. 

Paulette Clancy : That's right. 

Mike Thompson : If at first at first you don't succeed,there's another way to skin the cat. 

Paulette Clancy : That's right.We would just go at different ways of making them think that they're the same compatible materials. 

Mike Thompson : Or in regimes where they tolerate it.One of the examples is the way that we're doing it now,putting silicon down on essentially plastics.The silicons want very high temperatures to be processed,a 1000º C or so,and plastics will generally tolerate only about 100-150º C for a long time.The way we get around that huge disparity is to heat them up for an extremely short period of time,a few billionths of a second,and in that time,even though the plastic is way hotter than it would ever normally tolerate,as long as it's kept short it'll survive. 

Paulette Clancy : Because it doesn't diffuse very fast,so it essentially hasn't travelled very far.It realises how hot it is,but before it has time to do anything about it,then the situation has changed. 

Quentin Cooper : So you're essentially trying to hoodwink these substances? 

Paulette Clancy : Of course! 

Mike Thompson : That is correct! (laughter) 

Quentin Cooper : Of course,as if chemistry and physics ever did anything else! (Paulette laughs) But also,it's one thing to be able to do this in very controlled lab conditions,if we are talking about a new generation of computers,you've got to come up with something that A) can survive mass production and B) will obviously survive when it's out there in the real world? 

Paulette Clancy : Yes. 

Mike Thompson : That... 

Paulette Clancy : That's true. 

Mike Thompson : That is the challenge.In mass production,one of the things is reducing the cost,so trying to find new ways of making it that would not completely mirror the way we make electronics today.One way is to imagine printing press technologies,roll to roll processes that you would print electronics much the way you would print a newspaper today. 

Quentin Cooper : And how far down the line are you now? 

Mike Thompson : Well we're actually fairly close,we have a start up company,in fact in California,called "Flex-Ex" that is beginning to do this right now.Doing prototypes of silicon on plastic substrates for displays,which would probably be the first kind of a market,with a view of developing the processes for doing it in this roll to roll production scheme. 

Paulette Clancy : But the modelling is at a much more primitive level,and if we're really going to get serious about making big changes in that,we'll need to understand how to model both of these systems and how they interact together. 

Quentin Cooper : Right so you can.... 

Paulette Clancy : That remains... 

Quentin Cooper : You can get silicon and plastic to talk to each other,but there's no sign of marriage? 

Paulette Clancy : (laughs) They're courting at the moment. 

Mike Thompson : We're courting,we make them work as you said,in a controlled environment,and part of the modelling,the real challenge is to understand these materials enough that we can go from the controlled environment,to large scale,understanding what's going to happen,and then again using that information to cheat nature even more,and resolve the problems that show up. 

Quentin Cooper : And given your progress,your reasonable progress,how far do you think we are actually away from seeing this being an everyday occurrence,that we've got these cheap,disposable computers and we're not even having conversations like this? (Mike and Paulette laugh)

Mike Thompson : We're probably not 10 years off,within 10 years we'll certainly have it in some degree.Electronics on plastics,are out now.You see Toshiba and Sony and others already releasing displays that are on plastic substrates,where they are not active,they don't have any live electronics,but they've put the first pieces of the information components on a flexible substrate.Within 5 years we'll start to see that commonplace,with active electronics and our vision of an ultra thin television or a laptop display that you could roll up or you could fold and put into your pocket.That's probably within 5 years,and then about 10 years from now,one way or another,we will have electronics integrated with it at the same point as,literally a computer on a sheet of paper.You type of the sheet of paper,or you write on it with a pen,there's a display and the computer all integrated,fold it up,put it in your pocket or in your bill fold and continue on your merry way. 

Quentin Cooper : And have you though about the possible world you'll be helping to create if this succeeds.I've got this vision in my mind,of walking down the aisle at the supermarket and every single packet and can having this built-in computer because they'll be so cheap,all trying to harangue me into buying them! (Paulette laughs) 

Mike Thompson : I imagine my diet coke can with it's ad around it... 

Paulette Clancy : Speaking to you continuously! (laughs) 

Mike Thompson : Like any technology they will find a way to sell you something with it. 

Paulette Clancy : Yes,there'll be abuses,but our interest... 

Mike Thompson : But you'll also...you'll be walking down the isle with your shopping list on a sheet of paper that you just click 'em off as you add everything to your basket. 

Paulette Clancy : Actually I though of a different kind of aisle,when you said "walking down the aisle" I thought you were going to say you'd get paged by a former boyfriend saying "Don't do it". 

Quentin Cooper : Or a former girlfriend in my case,I'll just make that clear (Paulette and Mike laugh),just for the sake of clarity,and of course,we also ought to mention about the silicon and the plastic walking down the aisle together,if you do successfully get them married,Dr Paulette Clancy,Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering... 

Paulette Clancy : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : And Dr Mike Thompson,Associate Professor of Material Science,thankyou for being our flexible friends at Cornell. Mike Thompson : Thankyou. 

Paulette Clancy : Oh you're very welcome. 

Quentin Cooper : Now I can't for the life of me remember who it was that said,"Nothing dates like the future",but as a lad I was very fond of reprints of American Sci-Fi comics like "Creepy Tales" and "Amazing Stories" and I can vividly remember one with a cover,showing 21st century scientists standing in front of a Mars rocket.You could tell they were scientists because they didn't have flexible computers,or even hand held calculators,they had slide rules.Back in the early 60s when the comic was written,whilst was possible to imagine a future with interplanetary travel,it was clearly harder to think of scientists as ever bettering the trusty slide rule,and yet I must have been part of the last generation of British school children to use one in combat.By the mid 70s pocket calculators had appeared,followed rapidly by personal computers,out went slide rules,out went mental arithmetic,and out went a lot of people's already minimal interest in maths. Which may in part account for why UNESCO,the education and cultural wing of the UN,have felt the need to declare 2000,world mathematical year,with a stated objective of "considering the central importance of mathematics and its applications in today's world".Well we're always up for a spot of considering on the Material World,and so joining me are two considerable figures in modern mathematics,Professor Keith Moffat,Director of the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences at the University of Cambridge and on the line from the University of Warwick where he runs their Mathematics Institute,Professor Ian Stewart. I mean Keith,to star with,I mean no one makes the mistake of equating all science with biology or all languages with French,so why is is a lot of people seem to think of all maths as being about sums and number crunching? 

Keith Moffat : That's a popular misconception,really I think,and may I say,firstly that I very much enjoyed your introductory comments (sniggers) and the song of Tom Lairer,it's a long time since I've heard him,wonderful. 

Quentin Cooper : Always glad to get Tom Lairer on the programme. 

Keith Moffat : It reminded me of another song that sang "Nicolei Ivanovitch Lobachevsky is his name" [Non-Euclidean Geometry is quite enthralling -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : "Plagiarise,plagiarise,let no one else's work evade your eyes",yes! (laughs) 

Keith Moffat : Geometry you know,and this is...mathematics...the popular misconception is that mathematics is about sums,arithmetic,numbers,multiplication tables,and so on.Really I think it's more about structures,patterns,ideas,that sort of thing. 

Quentin Cooper : Ian,structures,patterns,ideas? 

Keith Moffat : Geometry is,oh sorry. 

Ian Stewart : Yep,I had a friend who is a topologist,and he said "All my friends [What he was into maths and had friends? -LB] think all I ever do is big sums,and actually what I do is.......big sums,but there's a reason for doing the big sums and that's what they don't see",so if you look at a mathematician working,you'll find them scribbling sums,or what look like sums all over the place,but they're part of something bigger,in the same way that if you watch musicians, they seem to be "playing notes" all the time.If you say to a musician,"Oh I see, that's what you do you play notes",they'll say "No,no,no,it's what the music sounds like when you play the notes that matters". Maths is more like composing music,rather than playing it. 

Quentin Cooper : So Keith,the sums if you like,they're the basic language,and what you're interested in are the sentences you form from it. [Much as the study of words can seem a bit tiresome and pointless,no one reads a dictionary from end to end,reading a novel by comparison is enthralling,and the equivalent of doing maths as opposed to the study of the numbers,is as artistic and enthralling an affair as reading or indeed writing a novel -LB] 

Keith Moffat : That's right.They're an essential part of the subject,but a very small part really,it is as I say the structures and I think geometry with the ancient Greeks is a very good example.That was a part of mathematics,a very fundamental part of mathematics that was developed really before....before arithmetic. 

Quentin Cooper : Is that where..is that where maths begins then,back with the ancient Greeks and geometry? 

Keith Moffat : I think it does really,yes. 

Quentin Cooper : I mean they were the ones,they sort of,they codified the principles,I mean we may have all been doing maths if we weren't calling it maths,but I mean Euclid, Pythagoras,Archimedes,were they just writing down what was already common knowledge,or were they actually having revolutionary new ideas? 

Keith Moffat : Well I think there was an enormous...there was a tremendous body of knowledge of empirical knowledge,of rules of thumb that had been developed in various practical contexts,and the great achievement of Euclid was to put it all in order,and put it all on a firm basis,a logical basis,he defined the axioms of the subject,the propositions,and the proofs,and the concept of proof is absolutely central to mathematics,and that really we owe to Euclid. [See http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/chess.html -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Ian,can you give me a bit of proof that the axiom is central to mathematics? 

Ian Stewart : I think Keith's absolutely right here.What the Greeks did which is missing before them,and is central to maths afterwards is proof,and it's what makes maths honest,it's how you know that what you're talking about is actually sensible.You can go on and on believing something is true because you want it to be true,or because it seems to make sense,and so forth,but if somebody says "No hold it,you've got to prove it",this makes you think about the whole thing in a much more different way,and you really have to ask some difficult questions and come up with some really solid techniques for showing that what you think is the case really is. 

Quentin Cooper : But isn't the purity of maths,certainly of pure maths,something that almost gets contaminated by the messiness of the real world [That's why "emotions have nothing to do with what is true" -LB] ? 

Ian Stewart : Absolutely! This is....this is actually what makes it work though,this is what's so wonderful,the purity is a kind of abstraction and idealisation,it's a nice clean world in which everything does what you want it to do,and you know what you're talking about,and this is one end of some sort of spectrum of ways of thinking about maths,and at the other end are messy things like trying to build a bridge and make the thing stay up and you do the calculations and it turns out they're all wrong because they used a different material for the bridge or something, and we all know the difference between the theory and the reality can sometimes be rather great.But there are mathematicians working all the way along this spectrum,as Keith well knows. 

Keith Moffat : Well yes. 

Quentin Cooper : I mean Keith,I've been through this,when you've got a lovely abstract mathematical problem,and then you actually try and tell the maths teacher "Well hang on the buses don't actually behave like that,so why are we doing this? This hasn't got any relevance to how life is". [To plagiarise Tom Lairer "It's the idea that counts" .That's usually the rouse employed by people having a hard time with it to not to bother dealing with it.I suspect Quentin is attempting to get his own back for being told off for being a smart ass in class! -LB] 

Keith Moffat : Yeah,can I come in there,because I am an applied mathematician,rather than a pure mathematician,I have the greatest respect for my pure colleagues,but I'm concerned with problems really in the real world.It seems to me that there are three stages in the development of mathematical ideas,first you...there maybe some very practical problem that has to be solved.It maybe constructing pyramids for the Egyptians,or calculating the flight of projectiles from catapults,if you're in the military arena,or in more modern times it might be designing aircraft to overcome the force of gravity.So mathematicians are called in to solve the problem,and they usually do solve the problem posed. But they do more than this,because they see ways in which the problem can be generalised, and they develop the appropriate techniques for this purpose,and at this stage,it may seem that the techniques...it may seem like a game,because the mathematics moves beyond,and often very far beyond the original problem that motivated it,and a whole elaborate structure is developed with no apparent application whatsoever,that's the sort of second stage. But then the miracle occurs.This is stage three.A new field of applications emerges from which this....for which this body of mathematics that's been developed,seems to be precisely tailored,and this leads to yet further elaboration of mathematical structures and so on,it becomes a cycle. 

Quentin Cooper : Right so what you've got which may have been originally come up with for say for your catapults or whatever,and then somebody will find "well actually we can applies these principles to designing something else" and so it gets generalised,and gets enhanced. 

Keith Moffat : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : Even though it has to deal with,as we said,all the impurities of the real world? 

Keith Moffat : That's right. 

Quentin Cooper : But how.....? 

Keith Moffat : The....the..the...these impurities,the practical problems absolutely,it's the life blood of mathematics,it provides the driving force,the motivation for developing the new theories. [That may be one motivation,but it's not the only one.Something like Fermat's Last Theorem posed no real problem in the real world,but was an enigma unto itself,and the motivation for Andrew Wiles and others was nothing to do with any real world applications,but was the pure facing up to a mental challenge by the human mind -LB] Sometimes the development may go on for generations,but always it will ,it needs,it needs the motivation of practical problems in my opinion. 

Quentin Cooper : Ian? I mean is...does maths only have value when it can be applied to an actual task,to a real problem? [Of course no,this is a very diminishing view of what mathematics is.It leads to the blinkered and narrow minded object orientated premise of only doing maths that has functions in the real world,this impedes progress by negating Blue Skies research,and it shoots itself in the foot (See Davies and Hersh "The Mathematical Experience" -From Hardyism to Mathematical Maoism). GH Hardy said "One ought to pursue only useless mathematics".Contrariwise, Mao Tse Tung's enslaving of mathematical discovery to only those areas that were socially useful,helped to demolish his system,or at least diminished its progress -LB] 

Ian Stewart : I think it has value in all sorts of ways.I started life as a pure mathematician in the terms we're discussing it.I now feel that this is an unhelpful distinction,except to distinguish the two ends of this spectrum,and it is very clear that there are some people who are not the least bit interested in anything practical and yet do very good maths,and there are people who are very interested in practical things and also do good maths,and of course also ones who do bad maths.But the ...you have to as a mathematician be able to take some simplification of the problem and stop worrying about it being a simplification,and say "Can we solve this one? 'Cause if we can't solve even the simplified one,then we've got real problems",and a lot of pure maths has come from saying,"Even the simple versions of the problem,really are very,very interesting and let's sort them out first",and then you go away and then you hit other internal problems and you solve those,and very rapidly you've moved a long way away from the original question,and indeed the people doing this work may never come back to the original question,but collectively the whole enterprise of mathematics does come back to the original question,and you learn things from the simple toy problems,so to speak which them feed in to the real problem and then you discover some of it wasn't as bad as you thought,and then you home in on what's left.You're refining the thing down and trying to find out what the real obstacles are,rather than just saying "Oh God,that's so complicated,we can't possibly do that." 

Quentin Cooper : It's interesting you used that word "refining",as that how maths as a whole tends to progress? Because if you think of most areas of science,say in biology,we get a more and more sophisticated understanding of biological processes,or in physics we understand the behaviour of atoms more precisely,and so the theories get more and more refined,so are Pythagoras and Euclid's work being refined,or are they replaced,or did they get it right first time? 

Keith Moffat : I think it's extracting the essentials of a problem that is the important thing. Often it's an enormous simplification that results.Can I give an example of this? 

Quentin Cooper :You can! 

Keith Moffat : You know one of the tremendous..the revolutionary developments of the 20th century has obviously been in communication,first through radio and television,now through the development of the internet which is going to transform lifestyles in ways that we can't yet fully comprehend,and what can all this be traced back to? The key discovery was that of the Scottish genius,James Clerk Maxwell,who discovered the proper mathematical structure of the equations of electromagnetism,back in the 1860s.There there was a huge accumulation,very complex empirical results,observations of Faraday and Ampere and others.Maxwell wrestled with these results as you would with a complex jigsaw puzzle,and found the very single simple system of equations that was compatible with all the previous observations,and this system of equations had an amazing consequence,this was that waves could propagate through empty space,with the speed of light.So it was first a process of simplification that actually led to this fantastic discovery,that light itself is an electromagnetic wave,and the development of radio and television stem from this mathematical discovery. 

Quentin Cooper : Which couldn't have been foreseen when Clerk Maxwell was doing his work. [In other words,you cannot force mathematics and science to create television and radio.The fortuitous discoveries come about from "useless" mathematics being done on a pure basis by curious people,it is only afterwards that such discoveries are employed to make technology.Thus,this is why the genie comes out of the bottle,and cannot be put back in,not can it be told to "only produce good things" -LB] That's the past,what about the future? Where is maths going to be of most use in this ever changing world of ours,as we begin to move towards the 21st century? 

Ian Stewart : Everywhere! (laughter) 

Quentin Cooper : Everywhere! 

Keith Moffat : Good! 

Ian Stewart : A friend of mine was saying recently,politics for example,could go mathematical, and that's a horrifying thought and I'd rather not pursue it. My feeling is that the biological sciences are going to stimulate an enormous amount of new creative mathematics and there's some really interesting feedback here,because this is not a marriage made in heaven,this is two areas of science which traditionally have been rather separated from each other.But increasingly the biologists are facing problems which really do need mathematical techniques to understand,and on the other hand,biology is throwing a whole pile of problems that mathematicians would never have thought of tackling,but they turn out to be really interesting. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay biology is Ian's vote,Keith what's yours? 

Keith Moffat : Well I would quite agree with Ian on that.The unravelling of the human genome has mathematical aspects to it.But the fundamental problem still facing theoretical physics is a problem of unifying two different fields [Ref: In our time 62],gravity and quantum field theory.Just as Maxwell unified electricity and magnetism,and didn't know what the enormous consequences would be,this is the problem that faces theoretical physics now,and I hope it will be solved during this next ...well the next decades. 

Quentin Cooper : Well I Hope we managed a degree of unification there,from people who think they've got nothing to interest them in mathematics.Professors Keith Moffat and Ian Stewart thanks,I think that was a pretty good example of how two is both prime and even. We're not quite done with the maths yet,but before I sum up,advanced warning that next weeks Material World will peer into the latest generation of X-ray telescopes,able to detect emanations from the farthest corners of the universe,that's next Thursday at 4.30,but back to where we began today,with satirist,songwriter and Harvard Maths Professor Tom Lairer, subtracting 173 from 342. Let's just try that sum again,and this time in base 8. "You can't take 3 from 2,2 is less than 3,so you look at the 4 in the eights place,now that's really 4 eights,so you make it 3 eights,regroup and you change and 8 to 8 ones,and you add them to the 2 and you get 1 two base 8,which is 10 base ten,and you take away 3 that's 7,okay? Now instead of 4 in the eights place you've got 3 'cos you added 1,that is to say 8 to the 2,but you can't take 7 from 3,so you look at the sixty-fours.... 

Quentin Cooper : Sixty-fours?! "From the 3 you then use 1,to make 8 ones,you add those ones to the 3,and you get 1 three,base eight,or in other words in base ten you have 11,and you take away 7,and 7 from 11 is 4. Now go back to the sixty-fours,you're left with 2 and you take way 1 from 2 and that leaves...." 

Narrator : Well,1 if you're still in base 8,I think.



